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Inside Libratus, the Poker AI That Out-Bluffed the Best ...
https://www.wired.com/2017/02/libratus
For almost three weeks, Dong Kim sat at a casino in Pittsburgh and played poker against
a machine. But Kim wasn't just any poker player. This wasn't just any machine. And it
wasn't just any game of poker. Kim, 28, is among the best players in the world. The
machine, built by two computer science ...

Poker Genius - Play Poker against AI bots
www.poker-genius.com
Poker Genius is the unique poker simulator where you will play against the world famous
poker bots.

Affiliates · Linux Version · Download · Forum · Get It Free · Windows Version

Artificial intelligence goes deep to beat humans at poker ...
www.sciencemag.org/.../artificial-intelligence-goes-deep-beat...poker
Two artificial intelligence (AI) programs have finally proven they â€œknow when to hold
â€™em, and when to fold â€™em,â€� recently beating human professional card players
for the first time at the popular poker game of Texas Hold 'em. And this week the team
behind one of those AIs, known as ...

Poker AI
poker-ai.org

Computer poker
player
Computer poker players are computer
programs designed to play the game of
poker against human opponents or other
computer opponents. They are commonly
referred to as pokerbots or just simply bots.
These bots or computer programs are used
often in online poker situations as either
legitimate opponents for humans players or
a form of cheating.
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poker-ai.org
Have you ever wondered if you could write software to play competitive poker? Learn
more about the artificial intelligence, site interaction, legal aspects and much more in â€¦

Poker AI download | SourceForge.net
sourceforge.net › Browse › Games › Card Games
Nov 19, 2016 · Download Poker AI for free. Game Engine and AI framework for playing
No Limit Holdem

Humans lick their wounds after losing to AI in poker
money.cnn.com/2017/01/31/technology/poker-ai-tournament/index.html
Jan 31, 2017 · Carnegie Mellon PhD student Noam Brown looks on as the poker
professionals play his AI system at poker. The computer's decisive victory this time is a
reminder of the rapid advances in artificial intelligence.

Cleverpiggy - Play Texas Holdem Against Strong Poker Ai
â€¦
www.cleverpiggy.com
About What Is This? This is your opportunity to play heads up holdem against
Cleverpiggy and Hibiscus Biscuit, two super duper awesome heads up poker â€¦

A Mystery AI Just Crushed the Best Human Players at
Poker
https://www.wired.com/2017/01/mystery-ai-just-crushed-best-human...
Another game just fell to the machines. Yesterday, after 20 days of play at a casino in
Pittsburgh, an AI built by two Carnegie Mellon researchers officially defeated four top
players at no-limit Texas Hold 'Emâ€”a particularly complex form of poker that relies
heavily on longterm betting strategies ...

Computer poker player - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_poker_players
A computer poker player is a computer program designed to play the game of poker
against human opponents or other computer opponents. It is commonly referred to as
pokerbot or just simply bot

On the Internet · Artificial Intelligence · Research groups · Historic contests

PokerAlfie - Poker AI
pokeralfie.com
Improve your poker game with offline AI poker software PokerAlfie

AI Decisively Defeats Human Poker Players - IEEE
Spectrum
spectrum.ieee.org › â€¦ › Robotics › Artificial Intelligence
Photo: Andrew Rush/Pittsburgh Post-Gazette/AP Photo Poker pro Jason Les (with
computer mouse in hand) plays against the Libratus AI. Humanity has finally folded under
the relentless pressure of an artificial intelligence named Libratus in a historic poker
tournament loss. As poker pro Jason Les ...

Artificial intelligence bot vs. the poker pros
www.latimes.com/nation/great-reads/la-na-c1-claudico-poker...
Claudico, an artificial intelligence bot, goes up against elite poker professionals playing
Texas hold 'em at a Pittsburgh casino.
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